DATE: July 31, 2002

MACHINE: LS Auto-Lift

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 790620 – 790628, 790634, 790636 - 790640

SUBJECT: Oil Cooler Mounting Upgrade Kit - 98790134

There have been reports of the factory-installed oil cooler failing due to tearing out of the mounting holes in the cooler. A flexible mounting bracket and the thin material of the cooler Mounting flange cause this problem.

An Oil Cooler Mounting Upgrade Kit, p/n 98790134 is available for the machines shown above. This kit includes a redesigned Oil Cooler Support and four Spacers, p/n 82636150. These spacers fit between the two mounting flanges of the cooler to double the thickness of material supporting the cooler. Hardware and installation instructions are also included.

This kit can be installed in about 2-3 hours and requires some minor cutting and welding to complete the installation.

Machines with serial numbers 790629 – 790633 and 790635 have been retrofitted with this kit in the field. Machines s/n 790641 and higher will have this upgrade installed at the factory.